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Introduction
The subject of distributed vibration sensing (DVS), also known as distributed acoustic sensing (DAS),
using optical fibres has appeared in the geophysics literature in the last year or two (Barberan et al.
2012, Madsen et al. 2012, Mestayer et al. 2011, Mestayer et al. 2012, Miller et al. 2012), with
contributions from oil companies, service companies and developers of instrumentation.
In the DVS (DAS) technology, an optical fibre is deployed in the borehole to be surveyed and is used
to detect seismic waves originating from a source outside the well. Although the available references
describe the results of using DVS for inter alia borehole seismic applications, essentially nothing has
been written about the underlying optical technology in the geophysics technical literature. The
purpose of this paper is, therefore, to outline the main methods that are probably used by the main
participants in the DVS activity, insofar as this can be deduced from publications in the field of fibre
optics and the patent literature.
Optical time-domain reflectometry (OTDR)
OTDR forms the basis for essentially all DVS systems used in borehole experiments. It was initially
developed as a means of assessing the length dependence of losses (Barnoski and Jensen 1976) and
other properties (Gold and Hartog 1982) of optical fibres. Its basic principle is that a short pulse (the
probe pulse) of light is launched into an optical fibre. As the probe pulse travels along the fibre, it
scatters, at each elemental section of fibre, a small amount of its energy in all directions. A small
fraction of this light is recaptured by the waveguide in the return direction. A weak signal is thus
received back at the launching end and generally has the form of an exponential decay as a result of
the attenuation of the probe as it travels to the scattering point and back. Local variations of the
backscatter waveform provide information on the optical fibre, at a location determined by the roundtrip transit time from launching end to point of interest.
This process is similar to that of launching a tube wave down a borehole and observing reflections at
discontinuities in the properties of the hole, the difference being that the light scatters from a myriad
of microscopic (many times smaller than the wavelength) imperfections throughout the glass forming
the fibre. This type of scattering is known as Rayleigh scattering and is the basis of DVS systems.
When the probe pulse has a wide spectrum, the light scattered within the section of fibre it occupies at
any time (the resolution cell) is incoherent. In this case, there is no predictable phase relationship
between the scattering occurring in the separate parts of the resolution cell, and the detector measures
the total power scattered within the cone of acceptance of the optical fibre. Incoherent OTDRs allow
loss distributions to be measured, but are not sufficiently sensitive for DVS applications, even when
variants, such as polarisation analysis of the backscattered light, are considered.
At the other extreme, in a coherent OTDR (COTDR), the probe pulse is narrowband and is coherent
throughout the resolution cell. In this case, there is a stable, although random, phase relationship
between the contributions to the scattering signal from all parts of the resolution cell. This continues
as long as the fibre is undistributed and the frequency of the laser is stable. The resultant signal is
random in amplitude (Healey 1987) and, although not formally analysed, also in phase. These systems
suffer from fading of the received wave, which occurs when the summation of backscattered electric
fields from the different parts of a resolution cell sum to a very small total as a result of their phase
relationships.
Amplitude-based DVS systems
In a COTDR, the total intensity is backscattered along the fibre, and a signal with a jagged appearance
is obtained. However, the signal is extremely sensitive to disturbance (Juarez et al. 2005, Shatalin et
al. 1998, Taylor and Lee 1993). A change in length of a few tens of nanometres over a resolution cell
will be sufficient to substantially alter the signal level locally. These systems have been used in
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intrusionn detection, for
f example. However, thhe response to a disturbaance, such ass strain in thee fibre, is
highly nnonlinear, annd the respon
nse also suffe
fers from a seecond form of fading in which the derivative
d
of intennsity versus strain is smaall, even thoough the inttensity of the scattered w
wave is suffficient to
provide a reasonable signal-to-n
noise ratio. In spite of these difficu
ulties, it is ppossible to classify
c
a
number of intrusionn signals reliiably. It is nnot known if
i this appro
oach is used in boreholee seismic
applicatiions.
Phase-b
based approaches
As notedd above, thee phase of th
he OTDR siggnal when prrobed with a coherent soource is a fun
nction of
the randdom disposittion of the scattering eleements withiin the resolu
ution cell. H
However, distturbing a
region oof the fibre has
h two effeccts: locally, it alters the phase of thee backscatterr in an unpredictable
manner, but it also alters the ph
hase of all ssubsequent sections of th
he fibre com
mpletely lineaarly with
respect tto strain. Thhus, by subtraacting the phhase of the light backscaattered from two separatee regions
of the fiibre, a quasi--linear signaal is obtainedd. Phase-baseed DVS scheemes must pprovide somee form of
interfereence process to sense thee phase diffeerence betweeen the scatteering originaating in two different
parts of the fibre. Inn the first two examples provided below, this refference is proovided by in
nterfering
two verrsions of thee backscatter signal witth each otheer; in the th
hird examplee, the backsscatter is
interfereed with an exxternal refereence, similar to a one-dim
mensional holography proocess.
The earlliest differenntial phase DVS
D
system (Dakin and Lamb 1990)) used a pairr of pulses of slightly
differentt frequency (f1 and f2) and durationn W, launcheed some tim
me 'T (typiccally 100 to 200 ns)
(Figure 1). This is often achieved using aan acousto-o
optic modulaator (AOM) that simulttaneously
modulattes the intennsity of the light passinng through it
i and shifts the frequenncy under electronic
e
control. The separatiion of these pulses
p
resultts in two backscatter wav
veforms whicch mix at thee detector
a their beat frequency
f
'ff = |f1-f2|, in addition to th
he basebandd signal attrib
butable to
to produuce a signal at
each of the probes individually.
i
The compoonent at the beat
b
frequen
ncy results frrom backscattter from
the first pulse at locaation z1 mixing with that from the seccond pulse frrom locationn z2, with z1-zz2 = 'z =
d of light in vvacuum, and
d N1 is the grroup refractivve index of the
t fibre.
'T.c/(2.N1) where c is the speed
Thus it ccontains a coomponent off the random
m phase of eaach of the regions occupiied by the tw
wo-probe
pulse pluus a term rellating to the optical
o
path bbetween the two regions—the latter pphase term is a linear
functionn of fibre straain. The overall linearityy of the systeem is proportional to 'T//W and, with the right
parameters, is sufficient for applications in ggeophysics su
uch as stacking and correelation for freequencyswept soources. The technique was
w enhanceed (Russell et
e al. 2008) by the addiition of a nu
umber of
features,, such as wavvelength diversity (to oveercome fadin
ng) and opticcal amplificat
ation.

Figure 1 Schematicc arrangemeent of a duaal-pulse DVS
S system (lefft). A typicaal trace is shown
s
as
0 MHz. Succcessive backsscatter tracees are shownn (bottom rig
ght) after
acquiredd (top right) for 'f = 60
band-paass filtering. Note
N that a disturbance
d
ooccurs in thee second division, affectinng the local signal.
s
A seconnd approach (Figure 2), attributable
a
tto Posey et al.
a (2000), in
nvolves launnching a sing
gle pulse,
but com
mparing the reelative phasee of the backsscatter from two location
ns in the fibree in an interfferometer
immediaately prior too the optical detectors. O
On returning
g to the launcching end, thhe signal is split into
two pathhs of dissim
milar length, and on recoombining, the coupler allocates the ooptical energ
gy to the
output pports accordiing to their phase
p
relationnship. The 3 × 3 coupleer provides a nominal 12
20° phase
S
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shift between each of the outputs, and so by monitoring these outputs, the phase can be recovered.
Farhadiroushan et al. (2010) later proposed a modified version of this approach, in particular using a
fibre Michelson interferometer, rather than the Mach-Zehnder fibre interferometer (MZI) that is
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Schematic arrangement and specimen signals for DVS system with interferometric phase
demodulation.
In the approach disclosed by Hartog and Kader (2012), the optical phase is first converted to the
electrical domain using a coherent detection receiver, in which the backscatter signal is mixed at the
optical receiver with a local oscillator tapped directly from the laser (Figure 3). Since the local
oscillator is much stronger than the backscatter signal, the electrical current from the photodiodes at
the receiver can usually be made sufficiently large that it dominates the thermal noise of the
preamplifier, resulting in so-called shot-noise-limited performance. In this approach, the phase
differentiation is carried out in the digital domain after acquisition, which, inter alia, allows the
differentiation interval (i.e., the spatial resolution of the system) to be determined during processing
rather than at acquisition time or when the equipment is manufactured.
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Figure 3 Schematic arrangement and specimen signals DVS system with coherent optical detection.
Discussion
At least three methods have been put forward for measuring, with some degree of linearity, DVS
signals on optical fibres. All suffer from a reduction of linearity where the entire fibre is insonified,
thus altering the intrinsic phase of the zones where the phase is sensed, with the linear contribution
coming from the section of fibre between these zones. They also suffer from amplitude fading, but
this can be alleviated very effectively with diversity, for example, probing the fibre simultaneously or
on successive pulses with signals that have statistically independent fading characteristics.
Each of these approaches has demonstrated ability to acquire seismic signals in borehole applications,
and there is insufficient data to allow a definitive determination of their relative merits. In addition, it
is likely that instrumentation manufacturers will choose approaches that best match their particular
competencies, and their choices are thus dictated as much by objective benefits as by their own
strengths. It is not known which of these techniques is actually used by industry participants, because
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this has not been disclosed. Yet another approach, based on low-coherence interferometry (Sikora and
Healey 2008) is not used in this context to our knowledge.
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